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JACK BERGMAN (R-MI-01)
Member, House Armed Services Committee; Member, House Veterans’ Affairs Committee

PRE-INSURRECTION –

https://twitter.com/JackBergman_MI1/status/1324805811923804160

When the votes were tallied in Antrim County, my team immediately recognized irregularities and we got to work sounding the alarm to the Antrim County clerk and @GOP officials.

Read my full statement --->

When the votes were tallied in Antrim County, my team immediately recognized irregularities and we got to work sounding the alarm to the Antrim County clerk and Party officials.

While I applaud the clerk for working to identify the software problem and remedy the situation in Antrim, we have now learned that 47 Michigan counties used this software. This is clear proof that the issue requires further scrutiny.

The people of Michigan deserve to know their votes have been counted, that their voice has been heard, and that their government is being transparent and accountable.

Michigan needs to be an example for the rest of the country that we will not stand for election fraud. Our state leaders need to step forward immediately to ensure transparency throughout the state, not just in Michigan’s First District.

Election observers must not be shut out of the process. All legal votes need to be counted, and all evidence of fraud must be thoroughly investigated.

As a Marine, I fought to uphold and defend our democratic process - I will never stop fighting until vote accountability and accuracy is complete.
This week, I signed onto the Amicus Brief in support of State of Texas v. Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, et al. I didn’t come to this decision lightly or flippantly, and I didn’t make this decision based on emotion or even frustration with the election outcome. I came to this decision because trust in the very foundation of our Republic is at stake.

Americans are losing faith in our systems, specifically our elections, at an alarming rate. I’ve heard from numerous constituents over the past four years, on all sides of the political spectrum, concerned about these very things – interference in elections by foreign entities, voting irregularities, failure by election officials to follow current laws in place, and lack of security in absentee voting.

In this Amicus Brief, we outline multiple occasions where the state of Michigan – specifically the Secretary of State – subverted Michigan election law and constitutional precedent which in turn created a crisis of confidence in Michigan. Every American needs to know that every legal vote is counted – and only legal votes. This can only be achieved if those administering our elections are held to the highest standard. As with many elections in the past, our case deserves to be heard by the Supreme Court, and Michiganders deserve to know their concerns are being addressed.
LISA MCCLAIN (R-MI-10)
Member, House Armed Services Committee; Member, House Education and Labor Committee

PRE-INSURRECTION –


Lisa McClain for Congress
December 17, 2020 •

Thanks to MLive.com for taking the time to chat with me this morning. I strongly believe there are too many questions about this year’s election process to simply ignore them. A closer look on the critical process of free and fair elections, where every properly registered citizen gets their one vote, and only one vote, is merited.

Congresswoman-elect Lisa McClain, a Republican who will join the U.S. House in January, is asking House Speaker Nancy Pelosi to investigate allegations of voter fraud in the 2020 presidential election.

McClain was among 26 incoming House Republicans who joined a short letter first published by Axios claiming the U.S. election process “has devolved into chaos.” The GOP House members said their constituents are deeply concerned about the integrity of the 2020 election.
Social Media Review

https://www.facebook.com/lisamcclainforcongress/posts/400155831413240

Audio: Reporter: “Are you not sure who has won this election?” McClain: “Yes. I think we need to make sure that we have counted every legal vote and that every legal vote is transparent and has been counted accurately.”

Lisa McClain for Congress

November 22, 2020

It was a pleasure to join WDIV Local 4 / ClickOnDetroit for Flashpoint today - thanks to them for the opportunity. #MI10 Lisa McClain for Congress

Flashpoint 11/22/20: Michigan Congressional delegation weighs in on state vote battle
Lisa McClain for Congress
November 9, 2020

Things have been crazy since Tuesday with a lot of accusations and irregularities noted in Michigan and around the country. Along with my team, I have been in constant contact with the Michigan and National Trump Team, have recruited volunteers for canvassing and for the Legal Team, and have done numerous media interviews.

Michigan’s Trump Team needs more volunteers, particularly for canvasing operations in Macomb. Let’s continue to encourage every person who has the legal right to vote to volunteer to help ensure that their voice is heard.

This is all about a fair election held with integrity.

Click the link to sign up to help:
https://docs.google.com/.../1FAIpQLScclBX84iOPPHpB_6.../viewform...

---

MICHIGAN
TRUMP
VICTORY

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED

We are currently looking for volunteers to help us with the upcoming, county canvasses. If you are willing to help us secure the vote as this election count continues, please sign up with the link provided.

Thank you!
MI Trump Victory Team
https://www.facebook.com/lisamcclainforcongress/posts/386281046134052

Lisa McClain for Congress
November 5, 2020 · 😊

As we continue to watch the results of the election come in, many concerns have been raised. I want to make sure that every legal vote has been counted and no irregularities have occurred. There are numerous reports of inaccuracies and potential fraud throughout the country. Per the Trump Campaign's request, if you noticed anything questionable while you were voting, please call the following number to report it as their legal team is following up. Thank You!

IF YOU OBSERVE ANY ISSUES
E POLLS, PLEASE CALL THE BELOW HOTLINES FOR YOUR STATE

1) 668-2703  MI (517) 940-4459  ME (207) 40
2) 246-2166  MN (651) 369-9806  GA (470) 41
3) 440-2070  NV (702) 979-1354  CO (720) 87
4) 926-2877  IA (515) 608-6160  NM (505) 34
5) 357-8929  NH (603) 874-1459  OH (614) 96
DAY OF –

https://twitter.com/RepLisaMcClain/status/1347037489450639360 (after riot)

Representative Lisa McClain
@RepLisaMcClain

THREAD:

I have heard from thousands of residents of Michigan’s 10th district – the folks who sent me here to represent them and be their voice in Washington. The concerns voiced by my constituents from across the political spectrum, towards the voting process during the 2020

11:28 PM · Jan 6, 2021 · Twitter Web App

Representative Lisa McClain @RepLisaMcClain · Jan 6

Replying to @RepLisaMcClain

Many voiced questions about Congress’s role in the certifying of election results, and while this is a valid concern, Congress does have the legal standing. The Electoral Count Act (ECA) of 1887, grants Members of Congress the authority to voice

Representative Lisa McClain @RepLisaMcClain · Jan 6

concerns, raised by their respective constituents, with an election.

Therefore, I took the concerns I have heard from Michiganders into account and studied the facts.

This is not a process that I take lightly.

Representative Lisa McClain @RepLisaMcClain · Jan 6

The American people need to have confidence in our democratic elections and the rule of law. If the ECA, as followed by myself and my colleagues, conflicts with our Constitution, then that needs to be addressed in the appropriate manner.

Representative Lisa McClain @RepLisaMcClain · Jan 6

The future of our Constitutional Republic depends on it.
POST-INSURRECTION –

https://twitter.com/RepLisaMcClain/status/1349159044678823942

Video: “Impeachment only incites more division.”

Representative Lisa McClain
@RepLisaMcClain

We all have the same name on our jersey which is United States of America. Why don’t we start acting like it and let our actions follow our words? All of us.
Impeachment is Washington’s attempt to take one last swipe at a president that will soon be out of office and further divide an already sorely divided republic.

Read more in my @thehill op-ed:

Almost immediately, the narrative was born that those who voted to object certification were somehow complicit in the vile events that took place hours before. This is repugnant.

While we may not always share the same political views, the assertion that my colleagues, on either side of the aisle, would have any response to what happened earlier that day other than complete disgust is something that is not true.
https://twitter.com/RepLisaMcClain/status/1352413369043742721

The media bias is astounding

Right leaning violent protestors ➡️ riot

Left leaning violent protestors ➡️ demonstration

Violence & destruction of federal property is unacceptable. These rioters must be held to the same standard as those from the Capitol

Four people charged in Portland after demonstrators vandalized federal ICE buil...
Demonstrators in Portland, Oregon, on Wednesday vandalized the state Democratic Party headquarters and a federal US Immigration and Customs ...

7:30 PM · Jan 21, 2021 · Twitter for iPhone
Tim Walberg (R-MI-07)
Member, House Energy and Commerce Committee; Member, House Education and Labor Committee

Pre-Insurrection —

https://twitter.com/RepWalberg/status/1346186327067398149 — Excerpt selected by staff. Highlights added by staff.

It is an honor to serve Michigan's 7th District and have the opportunity to be the people's voice in Congress. After hearing from you, I plan to object to certain electors later this week on January 6. Read my statement why.

Walberg, Bergman to Object to Certain Presidential Electors...
The very foundation of our Democracy lies in the tenets of a free, fair, and secure election.

3:06 PM · Jan 4, 2021 · TweetDeck

Washington, D.C. - Today, Rep. Tim Walberg (MI-07) and Rep. Jack Bergman (MI-01) announced they will formally object during the Electoral College certification process on January 6, 2021. Since Election Day, constituents have demanded Congress launch a full investigation into potential fraud and election irregularities and ensure election integrity measures are enacted.

The Members stated, "The very foundation of our Democracy lies in the tenets of a free, fair, and secure election. Americans deserve to know only legal votes are counted and reports regarding irregularities, fraud, and failure to follow election laws are thoroughly investigated. Poll challengers have raised valid concerns about election integrity across our Nation that brings into question the results of the 2020 election and puts faith in future elections in jeopardy.

"While the easy answer is ignoring election irregularities — we will not stand idly by without taking every lawfully available option to ensure the outcomes of our elections can be trusted. This includes objecting to the electoral votes from disputed states where there is evidence warranting an investigation."
POST-INSURRECTION –

https://twitter.com/RepWalberg/status/1347233497157689346 – Highlight added by staff.

**Rep Tim Walberg @RepWalberg**

Read my full statement on yesterday’s Electoral College certification vote:

Walberg Statement on Electoral College Certification
Congressman Walberg released the following statement on the Electoral College certification vote...
🔗 walberg.house.gov

12:27 PM · Jan 7, 2021 · TweetDeck

“A day later, I am still sickened over the unacceptable violence that transpired at the U.S. Capitol. It is not what we stand for as Americans. Every lawbreaker should be held fully accountable for their abhorrent actions.

“For those with legitimate concerns about election integrity, yesterday should have been a time for robust and respectful debate on the House floor. My focus for that forum was a method to provide greater transparency and raise concerns on behalf of my constituents who lack faith in the electoral process. Given these unresolved concerns regarding irregularities and the overstepping of state laws, I announced my position earlier this week to object.

“This vote was never about overturning election results. Safeguarding the ballot box is bigger than one candidate and one election. It was about ensuring free, fair, and legal elections are an unquestionable certainty in the future. Moving forward, we must settle these unanswered constitutional questions in order to prevent future irregularities and restore Americans’ confidence in the process. With this vote complete, we also must ensure a peaceful transition of power in accordance with the Constitution.

“As Americans, we resolve disagreements through civil debate grounded in the law. That is the only successful way of bridging our differences and maintaining the foundations of our republic.”

###